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How It Works: Basic game play

In Toy Factory Fixer, you play the role of a toy factory manager. Something has gone wrong with the 
toy making machines, and now the toys are coming out wrong. And it’s your job to get them fixed 
before they are shipped.

Hire workers and place them next to the conveyor belt. Most of the workers will automatically pick up 
any Bad Toys, separate them into parts, and place the parts into your inventory. Workers can also take 
compatible parts from inventory and put them together to create Good Toys.

As Good Toys make it to the shipment chute, you’ll earn money, which you can use to hire more 
workers.

There are four levels, each with two shifts. The second shift is more challenging, often featuring more 
Bad Toys getting dispensed that you’ll need to handle.

You also have an optional shipment deadline for an even greater challenge. 

At the end of each shift, you’ll be graded based on how many Good Toys vs Bad Toys you shipped, the 
number of turns you took, and how efficient you were in terms of spending versus earning money. 
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How It Works: Levels & Work Shifts

Levels
As a new manager, you will be trained on one of the factory floors. 

Each training level has a unique conveyor belt layout and worker types
available. The first level is the only level with exclusively small Toys,
and the remaining levels will make use of both small and large Toys. 

Each level also has two work shifts. 

Work Shifts
Work shifts correspond to difficulty. The First Shift is relatively easy, while the Second Shift is more 
challenging. 

A work shift is defined by the amount of money you start with, the target deadline you should aim for, 
and the quantity Bad Toys you will need to fix. 

Compared to the First Shift, the Second Shift tends to have more Bad Toys which get dispensed in 
bigger bunches, which are more difficult to handle unless you place your workers well.

Level Configuration
You can configure a level to have no hard deadline or a set deadline for an added challenge.

Without a deadline, you can take as many turns as you want. 

With a deadline, you need to finish the shift by the target number of turns. Otherwise, the toy shipment 
will be considered overdue, and the game will end.
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How It Works: Toys

Everything you do revolves around the toys. 

Conveyor Belts
Toys get dispensed near the top left of every level, and they
will travel one space at a time along the conveyor belt until
they reach the shipping chute. 

The speed of the belt does not change, so the general flow of toys is determined by the quantity of toys 
being dispensed at once and the overall number of toys being dispensed in a given production run. 
Multiple toys can occupy the same spot on the conveyor belt.

Toy Types and Sizes
There are teddy bears and dolls being produced at this toy factory. They can be Small or Large.

Each toy is made up of two parts: a head and a body. 

When the fully-assembled toy’s parts are compatible, it is a Good Toy.
Good Toys are the kind you want to ship. Shipping Good Toys earns you
money, based on the size, with larger toys earning you more money.

Bad Toys are toys made of incompatible parts. You want to avoid shipping Bad Toys, as they lower 
your Quality rating.

You want your workers to separate the parts of the Bad Toys, then put together
the parts into Good Toys.

Toy parts are stitched together. To separate the toy parts, those stitches have to
be removed by workers. To put toy parts together, the stitches have to be sewn
together by workers.

Small toys have 3 stitches while Large toys have 5 stitches, and so Large toys take longer for workers 
to work on than Small toys. 

Pro-tip: You need separate at least two Bad Toys to have enough parts to craft any Good Toys.

If you separate one Bad Toy, you’ll have the parts in your inventory, but you won’t be able to use those 
parts to craft a Good Toy since they are incompatible.

Separate a second Bad Toy with the parts you are missing, and then you’ll be able to craft Good Toys 
with the compatible parts.
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How It Works: Workers
In order to take care of the toy situation, you will need to hire and manage your workers.

Each worker has a Strength rating and a Craft rating. Strength indicates how many stitches they can 
separate on a Bad Toy. Crafting indicates how quickly they can sew the stitches together.

There are a total of three types of workers.

Normal Workers (Hiring cost: 70, Strength: 2, Craft: 2)

The Normal Worker is a well-rounded worker. They are capable of both separating Bad
Toys and sewing together Good Toys, although they are not particularly excellent at
either task. 

Normal workers are available in every level, and they are the least expensive to hire.

Strong Workers (Hiring cost: 130, Strength: 3, Craft: 1)

Strong Workers can put together Good Toys, but they are not very good at it, so it takes
them a longer time than a Normal Worker would. 

Instead, these workers are great at separating Bad Toys into parts. In fact, they are not only faster than 
Normal Workers, they can separate two Bad Toys at once!

Sewing Specialists (Hiring cost: 130, Strength: 1, Craft: 3)

The Sewing Specialist is a self-starter. While you have to command the other two
workers to put together Good Toys, you simply need to tell this worker what kind of toy
to create, and so long as there are parts in your inventory, they will automatically put
them together. 

These workers are the fastest at crafting Good Toys as well. 

Unfortunately, they won’t be any help when it comes to separating Bad Toys, so you’ll need to rely on 
the other worker types for that task.

Pro-tip: Keep Sewing Specialists happy by ensuring they have work to do.

They will be visibly disgruntled if there are not enough parts to automatically start
crafting the Good Toy they are assigned. If there are enough parts to build a different
Good Toy, make sure to change the Sewing Specialist’s assignment to keep them
productive.
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Hiring Workers
When you have enough money to hire a worker, the Hire button will become available.

Pick the worker you wish to hire, then place that worker along the conveyor
belt. 

Pro-tip: Be strategic with worker placement
If you want to finish a game with the fewest turns, you will need to minimize
the amount of time a toy travels on the conveyor belts. Place workers,
especially Strong Workers, as near to the dispenser as you can so they can
separate Bad Toy as soon as they appear. Place other workers as near to the
shipping chute as you can so that as soon as they produce a Good Toy it
only takes a few turns before it ships. 

Otherwise, try placing workers in a spot which the conveyor belts wrap
around. A Bad Toy can pass within reach multiple times, allowing the
worker a second chance to pick up a toy that passed them once. 

Separating Bad Toys
If a worker is idle and capable, they will automatically pick up nearby 
Bad Toys. Each turn, they will remove the number of stitches associated 
with their Strength rating.

As an example, a Normal Worker has a Strength of 2, and a Small Toy 
has 3 stitches, so it will take a Normal Worker two turns to fully separate
each Small Toy. Strong Workers have a Strength of 3, so it will take 
them only one turn to separate a Small Toy. 

Keep in mind that Strong Workers can separate two toys at once, so it is possible that they can separate 
two Small Toys in a single turn!

When a Bad Toy is fully separated, then the worker will toss the toy parts into the inventory.

Crafting Good Toys
When there are sufficient parts in your inventory, the idle workers will flash to indicate at they are 
available. If you select an idle worker, you can command them to craft a Good Toy.

A worker will immediately start the work of assembling the Good Toy, using their Craft rating to 
determine the number of stitches they will make in a given turn. 
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A Normal Worker will create a Large Toy in three turns, since it takes 5 stitches to do so, and their 
Craft rating is 2. A Strong Worker, unfortunately, has a Craft rating of 1, and so would take 5 turns to 
craft the same Large Toy! 

Sewing Specialists don’t need to be told to craft any one toy. Instead, if parts are available, they will 
continue to make the kind of toy you assigned them to make. You can change that assignment when 
they are idle. Their Craft rating of 3 means that they can make Small Toys in a single turn and Large 
Toys in only two turns!
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How It Works: Inventory
The Toy Parts inventory is on the right side of the screen. It indicates the quantity of each type of toy 
part, grouped by the toy type and size:

• Small Bear Head
• Small Bear Body
• Large Bear Head
• Large Bear Body
• Small Doll Head
• Small Doll Body
• Large Doll Head
• Large Doll Body

As your workers separate Bad Toys into parts, the inventory will update
to indicate how many of each part you have.

When you have at least one head and one body of a given toy, you can
command your workers to craft that toy. Those parts will be removed
from the inventory, and your worker will craft the toy until they finish the
job. 

Ideally, if your workers manage to separate every Bad Toy, you will have
enough parts to craft all possible Good Toys. If, however, any Bad Toys
manage to make it to the shipping chute, then it is possible to end the
game with extra toy parts in your inventory.

For example, if there are two toys, a Bad Toy with a Small Bear Head
and a Small Doll Body and a Bad Toy with a Small Doll Head and a
Small Bear Body, then separating them both results in enough parts to
make two Good Toys, a Small Bear and a Small Doll. 

But if the first Bad Toy gets shipped, then there won’t be a Small Doll
Body to go with the Small Doll Head, and so a Small Doll cannot be
made. The same is true in terms of not being able to make a Small Bear
as you would be missing a head part in this scenario.
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How It Works: Production Runs
Bad Toys get dispensed in batches called production runs.

Each run consists of a series of toys, with some toys dispensing
together in groups. 

For any given work shift, there are a total of 9 production runs,
and the total number of toys depends on the number of toys in all
of the production runs, which can vary quite a bit.

Pro-tip: Preview the next production run

You’ll see a warning button appear above the dispenser if it is within 10 turns before it automatically 
begins the next production run. If you press that button, you’ll see a preview that tells you the details 
about the production run, primarily how many toys will be dispensed. 

You’ll also have the option to start the run early,
which will earn you bonus money depending on
how early you start it. 

Starting runs early is how you can get the highest
ratings for a given shift, both because you will
earn the maximum amount of money and you’ll
reduce the number of turns you will need to ship
all toys. 

The downside is that your workers might get overwhelmed if there are too many toys for them to work 
on at once. 
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How It Works: Shipping
When a toy reaches the end of the conveyor belt, it will enter the shipping chute. 

If a Bad Toy gets shipped, you will earn no money from it, and it will lower your Quality rating. 

It is also possible that you will not be able to earn a good rating when it comes to Profit. Not only 
would you not earn money for the Bad Toy that shipped, but you also wouldn’t be able to craft and ship
a Good Toy since you don’t have the parts from that Bad Toy.

So your first duty is to prevent shipping any Bad Toys!

If a Good Toy gets shipped, you will earn money based on the toy’s size. 

Small Toys are worth 10 while Large Toys are worth 17. 
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How It Works: Ratings
At the end of the game, you will be rated in three categories.

The lowest possible rating is a D, and the highest possible is an A+, which is reserved for a perfect job. 

The best score possible is getting an A+ in all three categories.

Quality
Your rating here depends on the number of Good Toys shipped relative to the total number of toys 
shipped. 

Shipping Bad Toys lowers your rating, which is why it is important to make sure your workers pick up 
and separate every Bad Toy into parts. 

Turns Taken
Each shift has a target deadline. If you take more turns than this target, your rating drops.

If you configured the shift to have a hard shipping deadline, then you will get a D automatically if you 
are overdue. 

Profit & Loss
Your income comes from two sources: shipping Good Toys and earning bonuses for starting production
runs early.

Your expenses are based on the number and type of workers you hire. 
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You can’t avoid spending money, but to get a good ranking here, you will want to do the most you can 
with the least spending. 

Pro-tip: Take advantage of specialists.

While Strong Workers and Sewing Specialists require more money to hire than Normal Workers, they 
can do amazing work that justifies their expense, especially if you place them in the best locations in a 
given level. 
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How It Works: Stop and Go Buttons
There might be a lot going on at once, but the game advances in turns, and you can take control of that 
advancement.

The conveyor belts won’t move until you hit the Go button. The Go button is disabled 
until you hire at least one worker. 

When you press the Go button, it will turn into a Stop button, and the turns
will advance continuously. 

If you open a menu, such as by selecting a worker or viewing the
dispenser’s production run preview, the turns will stop advancing until
you exit the menu. Then they will advance continuously again. In a
way, the turns are paused while you are in a menu other than the main
in-game menu.

You can hit the Stop button at any time, however, and it will prevent turns from
advancing. The Stop button will turn back into the Go button, which will only be
active on the main in-game menu. 

Pro-tip: Take advantage of the Stop button to use fewer turns

If you do not stop the conveyor belt while the worker menu is open, then turns will
advance each time you finish giving a worker a command to craft a Good Toy. Often it is convenient to 
have the conveyor belt pause and resume, but if you have multiple workers you want to command to 
craft Good Toys at the same time, press the Stop button first. 

For example, if you have three idle workers, then selecting one pauses the conveyor belts. Telling the 
worker to craft a Small Bear will cause the conveyor belts to resume, advancing the next turn. Repeat 
for the other two workers, and you will have used two turns by the time you selected the third worker.

But if you press Stop first, then you can select and command each worker, and no turns will advance 
until you press the Go button.

Saving turns in this way will help you get a higher rating for Turns Taken.
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Kid-safe: No ads

The game Toy Factory Fixer has no ads, no personal data tracking, and therefore no sharing of that data
with third-parties. 

It means that when you and your loved ones play as a toy factory manager, you know they are safe. 

Free apps and games are everywhere and seem like a great deal, but in some cases, a free app is not 
truly free. With some apps, the cost is your privacy and safety.

Some apps will report data secretly to the creator of the app or to other companies. Examples of data 
that can be tracked and reported include your device’s physical location, your IP address (which can be 
matched to other apps you use and websites you visit to determine who you are), your email address, 
your phone number, and more. 

Often this data is tracked in order to serve ads that are better targeted at your specific interests, but it 
can be a problem when children enter the picture. No one wants their own children tracked and sold to. 

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, or COPPA, is a U.S. law that regulates the online 
collection of personal information about children under the age of 13. Among other things, it requires 
clear and comprehensive privacy policies, verifiable parental consent prior to personal information 
collection of children, and the ability to safely disclose or release such data to parties who are also able 
to keep it safe.

It has been in effect since 2000, yet in recent years multiple advertising firms have been fined for 
failing to comply. Google, which owns YouTube, paid a $170 million penalty in a settlement with the 
FTC when it was found that YouTube tracked and sold ads targeted to children.

The easiest way to avoid disclosing the personal data of children is to not collect it in the first place, 
which is why Toy Factory Fixer will not feature ads or collect data. 

The Toy Factory Fixer Privacy Policy

You can find the game’s privacy policy at https://www.gbgames.com/toy-factory-fixer-privacy-policy/ 
but here is a copy of the text:

I believe privacy is important for myself and my customers.

Therefore, I make privacy a central consideration of my game design process, starting from the original
idea, throughout development, and all the way through to release, including bug fixes and feature 
updates.

Privacy policies disclose what data is collected, how it used, and with whom that data is shared. 
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The Toy Factory Fixer privacy policy is simple: the app collects NO personal data, such as your 
name, email address, phone number, or location. The app handles no financial or payment information. 
The app does not handle your phonebook or contact information. The app does not handle passwords or
other method of authentication. It does not use your device’s microphones or cameras. 

Toy Factory Fixer does not collect data, so there is no data used by GBGames or shared with 3rd 
parties such as ad networks.

However, in the app, there are links that take you to the GBGames website, and that link provides 
analytics-related data that provides information on the following:

• Which button on which game menu was pressed (for example: the Main menu, with a way to 
determine what text over the button was presented at the time) 

• What OS (Android, iOS, Linux, etc) 

The above data does not tie to any particular player, and is used solely to help me figure out how I can 
make games better.

NO ADS, NO IN-APP PURCHASES, NO INVASIONS OF PRIVACY, AND NO VIOLENCE

Have peace of mind with an ad-free, safe game.
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Kid-safe: No in-app purchases

In Toy Factory Fixer, there are no in-app purchases, so you can be assured that no one will
accidentally use a credit card and surprise you with a budget-busting bill.

The major app stores provide convenient ways to purchase apps or pay for things within an app, but
sometimes it can be a little too convenient.

Apple and Google each provide tools to prevent children from making in-app purchases, but some
parents learn the hard way about the existence of these tools, usually after they receive the next month’s
bill.

And so it can be reassuring when a game can be played by the entire family without needing to worry
about accidental purchases and surprise expenses.

Toy Factory Fixer offers no in-app items to purchase. The entire game is provided upfront, and so
you can be certain that when you and your family are figuring out how to manage your factory’s money
to hire workers that it won’t impact your real-life budget.
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Kid-safe: No violence 

There is no fighting, violence, or any mature content in Toy Factory Fixer. 

All games inherently have conflict, but it does not mean that they are required to feature violent 
activities in order to be entertaining. 

Many games do feature characters who attack each other, whether in a cartoony or realistic way. Some 
of these games are quite popular.  Entire battles and wars can be played out, sometimes quite 
realistically, although they are not often given much context for younger children to understand. 

But some games are about different, less violent struggles. They feature conflicting choices and their 
consequences. 

For example, in Toy Factory Fixer, you might find that you need to decide between waiting to save up 
money to hire a specialist worker or to immediately hire a Normal worker now. 

In this game, you and your family will solve your problems some planning and some strategic thought, 
but you will never find yourself solving them with violence.
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Why I Created Toy Factory Fixer
At the end of 2020, I set out to create a relatively simple strategy game. 

I wanted it to be family-friendly, educational, and accessible. 

After a year of development, I published Toy Factory Fixer in December 2021. 

I wanted to make sure the game was enjoyable as it exercised the brain. I did not want to make 
mindless entertainment. 

The game is meant to be challenging, but it still allows you to play it at your own pace. I wanted to 
make sure that anyone could play it. 

And I wanted it to be safe for kids to play. While there might be a lot of money in selling data to third-
party ad networks or mindlessly violent games, I wanted to create something that a family could feel 
peace of mind playing. So there would be no ads, no in-app purchases, and no violence in Toy Factory 
Fixer.

Thank you for playing!

- Gianfranco Berardi,
Owner of GBGames, LLC
Encouraging curiosity and supporting creativity
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